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Covid Misinformation Is The Key 
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1 US president, Joe Biden, has displayed some curious behaviour since taking 
office earlier this year and continues to confuse all those with an interest in 
stateside politics. 
       

2 Today the BBC reports Biden as warning that the spread of C19 misinformation 
on social media is "killing people".  The article goes on to suggest that social 
media platforms are clamping down on that misinformation AND will be doing 
more to censor it OFF the internet. 
And censoring anything OFF the internet must surely ring alarm bells! 
 

3 Anyone having an interest - let alone a belief – in Freedom of Speech, will be 
more than concerned about these developments.  Given the internet covers 
pretty much the whole globe and is reachable in an instant by all those with a 
handheld device, there is more than enough users to challenge in detail any 
opposing views.  And they are challenging.   
 

4 But, despite this fact, Biden is pressing for even more censorship than exists 
already.  What Biden however could be doing, is being more open and more 
transparent about the information he suggests is the real and truthful 
information.  But he, like many other politicians, is neither open nor 
transparent. 
 

5 The easiest, quickest and the only right way to dispel misinformation is to 
defend your position.  Not of course by deleting challenging narrative OFF the 
internet, but instead by meeting it full on with open debate on the topics.  
This is something Biden is not prepared to do – many would say, incapable of 
doing - and neither is his political team of advising scientists. 
 

6 The actual truth, is that there is an increasing volume of challenging narrative 
against the official narrative AND that challenging narrative is being censored 
OFF the internet.  The question is WHY? 
 

7 WHY doesn’t he and his team answer the challenges that an increasing number 
of doctors and scientists are pressing to argue – but are being barred from the 
platforms where they deliver those challenges? 
Further why are the mainstream media channels not calling for debates? 
 

8 As a side point, Joe Biden continues to display, increasingly worrying 
characteristics.  Observing his performance on camera makes it plain for all to 
see.  Those characteristics – so well documented by Sky News Australia – 
includes not being able to answer simple questions without help and not 
delivering a speech without reading a carefully crafted script.  What however 
is more concerning is what he actually says and doesn’t say. 
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9 All of us deserve the real truth on this matter alone. 
The people deserve the answers – and right now they are not getting them. 
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 LINK: Covid misinformation on Facebook is killing people - Biden 
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